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... •!!1!1!!!111111111111!1111!!1111!• Xav1er·.t.u1t1on ·pc>l1cy changes-;-··. 
50°/o pa·yment at··re·gistration 
· By RITA SCHOENFELD an increase i.n tuition. money owed promptly. "The budget 
. ·l!llllor·ln·Chlet However, the unpaid bafance is now in excess of$12 million which 
A tuition policy change .has been from the regular academic year was means we .spend over SI milHori ·~ 
announced. by ·Irvin F. · Beumer, "somewhat lower than usual.'~ In the month," Beumer said. "We had to 
Vice-President of Business-Finance,· · eyes of the .Trustees, Beumer added, borrow · $1. million short term this 
and Treasurer for Xavier. A it was s~ill too high .. · past year to. meet .the payroll." 
minimum ~own payment of SO% of Exceptions to the SO% minimum · 
tuition : and fees, total room and. down-payment requirement will be The revisions in tuition policy was 
. board.charges forthe semester, and granted only for "very serious. the result of a.n internal admin-
·any outstanding accounts must ·be reasons," according to Beumer. In istrative study conducted by Beu-
paid in full before registration is · the undergraduate day division ex~ ·mer, Mulligan, and Rev. Francis 
completed. This revised policy will ceptions will be granted. by the Brennan,.· S.J., .Academic Vice-
be initiated the firstsummer session Director of Financial Aid. In the President, ·over the past several 
of 1978 and will continue for the Graduate School, College of Con- · months. The matter was discussed 
regular academic year. tinuing Education and Summer on a regular basis between Fr. Mul-
The servfoe charge 011 outstanding School exceptions will be granted ligan, Fr. Brennan and. myself," 
accounts will be increased to LS% only by designated deans. . Beumer explained. "We solicited 11e11 10 br sue Munmr 
from the present 1 % per month effec- reactions from the deans of various X.vler 1tuclent Pim Orecchlo end "her kid," T1mel1 McCoy 1h1re In Klddly .. 
tive September 1,.1978. Guidelines on wha·t constitutes a schools and su..Veyed other schools ectlv!tl••· · · . 
. The new policy changes. are · "serious reason" have not been es- to find outtheir policies. Most of the R 1 • · ' I 1· · ii · d 
designed to facilitate the ·collectioii' tablished but, eeqmer, noted, it is schools requjre 50% or more down . ecyc Ing res U · S m I xe. 
of tuition and fees. An increased substantially the same policy Xavier payment." . . · 
minimumpaymentrequirement'may followed 'in the past. We're aiming By MARY BETH MOSER 
be implemented for 1980~81, depen- for a major reduction in the amount Furthermore, the problem of un- No .. 11111wr11or. 
muters to drop off paper or cans on . 
their way to classes: 
ding on the . outcome of the new of exceptions given in the past," he paid tuition and fees has been dis- · ·xavier's first paper and aluminum 
policy. · · · ·said. Beumer acknowledged that his cussed by the· entire Board of recycling drive can only be described 
The paper drive resulted in the ac-
cumulation · of . l 14 · tons of paper 
which is · worth. approximately 
$50.00 Scaletta feels this amount ·is 
The present one-third minimum. amount has already been con:. Trustees and The Finance Com- as a ·disappointment, according to 
·payment requirementfor aUtuitiori, siderably reduced ~ithiri 'the past mittee of the Board for .a 2 year Dave Scaletta, Senator of Student 
initiated January 1976, has been in- few years. periOd according to Beumer. "We Government and organizer of the 
sufficient according t9· Beumer. He "Students may have to get a loan were· urged to· improve collection drive. Scaletta places the blame on 
said .he feels it. has been. given a fair and pay off their education through policies due to delinquent payment," the commuters. . 
. "very insignificant" but he hopes 
that the surplus will be used to con~ 
tinue the recycling program. Scale~ta 
reports that' . the · aluminum drive 
went well but results will not be in 
until the cans are picked up later this 
month. · · 
. trial. "The··· difficulty· is that.: ·a thi.r<I. agency," Beumer said, "we . he•said .. "There was some. feeling to Letters were sent· to commuters, 
: succeeding payments are ·not ~ing · a~ n~tide~ding agenc!, and this is· go 100~.": · ·· stres.sirig the need for paper and ·. 
. made;" he noted.·At the end of the how 1t_ was m the past. . . . .. ·aluminum cans and asking for their· 
·'.last aca~emicyear; $23?-,000 r~main- ~~'-~~Dorm studen~ must ~ayJull .. r<>~~. -o:'lfl •. Alt~~~g~, .~.U,111.C.r .111!.i~ stµde~t · c~operation. Articles were also 
ed unpaid. By November of this year . and board. fees for a semester before ·. tp~s01n · payment ;were. con-··· placed• iii"~the,XaViefNews :and ·.·the · 
$114,000 of this amount was still registration will. be completed · sidefi:d'.jifroughout the. process, he Coin line. Scaletta 'claims "only Consolidated Fibers lncor- · 
outstanding. At the endof.the last because of the "big expenses in~ .. ·ackno:wledged'theabsenceOfdirect eightcominute.rsrespondedwhich'is porated, the sponsor.of the paper 
summer session $168,000 of summer volved in dorm charges," according student'- in'Volvement in the study. I /20 of 1 % of the total commuter and aluminum drive, provided a 
fees remained unpaid; By N,'ovember to ~ev. Robert Mulligan, S.J., Uni~ The'four students ()n the University population." He continued ·to say frailer which "'.~s placed behind 
$49,000 of thisaniountwa·s stUl out- versity President. "We .have found Budget Committee were able.to par- that do rm · response was Brockman Hall at 4:00 p.m., Friday, 
standing. · . . . . . . · subs.tantial problems in this area," .he · tfoipate· in the discussion of po~~ible "phenomenal." Asked why the com~ December 2, and was picked up at 
"If we en~ the year with a modest . said. Beu01er. considers full dorm b'udget strengthening · measures.- muters did not participate, h~ 8:00 p.m., Monday, December 5. 
surplus,'.' Beumer said, ."we don't payment one.part.0,fthe whole sc:ilu- .. However, this issue was inc'idental, shrugged and said, "It's beyond me. The trailer acted as a collection sta~ 
realize · it until all accounts are tion. "Many . schools . that d~n't .· no.t a ,ma:tter oLmajor d.iscussion However; commuter Mary Kay ti on; 
collected." The · summer's iuipai~, charge a 100% d0,wn payment.~~ re-•· wit.bin the committee, accorcling to Kroger, Senator of Student Govern- consolidated Fibers Incorporated 
balance was .higher than in past quire full rooin a~cf.board,"hesaid. Beumer. · ment,feelst,hatthelackofcommuter would have also provided perma-
ears. Beumer attributes this .rise to Xavier finds it necessary t() .collect participation was due mainly to in- nent storage containers if their 
"We. tried to. find a policy that convenience. She insists that the minimum limit ot two tons of paper 
wouldn't impose too much of . a collection period should ha.ve been had been met or surpassed. These 
hards'hip,''.•,)vhilligan said. extended into the school week (i.e .. containers would have been placed 
. "However, thi~Jriay be the first step Monday and Tuesday) and the . near the dorms and parking lot~ 
in moving fo;ia: normal policy of collection place should have been in However, Xavier's paper drive failed 
::'.:..:.:.! ... 
•••II o o r 11no • Abele 
Fredin 1c1.tola1'1 (left to right): LorlFeHe, Tom McCluskey; M1rty Grady, end 
Merk Molloy · . · · . · · 
lnterna·ti.onals .·club· 
This fall, ·a new organization was programs to help:·new students get 
found~d with the purpose of making acclimated to Xavier and the Os. 
foreign students at Xavier feel more with older students. ~elping them 
·· at home. Cillled the "Xavier Inter- with their studies. Before Christmas 
national Assoeiation," the ciub is there are plan,s for: a SJ>"..ial program. 
open to both American and foreign where each student· ean describe 
students. · ·Christmas··.· in .: his ·· country. Next 
lnternationa'i Association presi- semester, . a· ' mini-international 
dent Raja Krishmafo wail pleasantly festival with booths from :eacticoun-
surprised at the .number of students. ·try, .is :planned. . · .... · · 
who have c~me: fo meetings to· help. ··So .far, over 40 students including 
getthe organization started. . . graduates, have indicat~d interest.in 
Plans for the year include sports . the organization. The ilext meeting 
.events. coffee hours.featuring a par- will be held Decem'*r 16 in ,the · 
ticular country and its customs; an~ : Hearth room; All are ~elcome. · , · 
100~," he aa0ed. "We'll see how it h · h · h 7r, t e pit or some ot er area near t e to meet this limit, therefore, no con- · 
works out"· ·· k' I h bl" par mg ot, t us ena mg com- tainers. 
Scholarsh·ip winne~s announced; 
recipients antic.ipate. year in France 
By:MEG BOHLEN Knowledge of French is not a·pre-. Martin Grady called the news of 
N.W. 11111 wr111r requisite. Intensive language study his winning "as they say in Theology 
Four Muskies, Laurie Fette, during the summer equips the stu- 111, a transcendent experien~." · 
. Mark Molloy; Martin Grady, and ·dent for the academic year in which Laurie Fette was afraid that she · 
Thomas McCluskie . will be all courses are taught in French. might have "blown it" when inter-
celebrating Chtistmas 'in Europe Father Kennealy, Assistant viewed by the committee. She 
riext year. They are the recipients of Professor of Modern Languages and replied to a querry about whether 
the Fredin · Memorial Scholarship Assistant Dean of the College of she had ever been away from home. 
which will enable them to pursue Arts and Sciences·, explained the "Well, once ... · 1 spent the night at 
their studies in Paris, France. qualities that the selection com- my girlfriend'Q house." When she 
For one summ~r. and an academic mittee looks for in the candidates. -received notice of her. award. two 
year, 78-79, each student will study "They must be academically strong, · days later, she said she.read only the 
the French language and optional· exhibit linguistic skills, and be op~ning words "we.are.pleased to in-
courses in history, political science, mature enough to study in' a foreign form you" and went into a "rhap~ 
.geography, demography, literature, environment. A year," he said, "can sodic trance for a few days." 
music or .art at the Sorbonne: The ba a long ·time." · All of the winners are looking · 
study willresuit in 44 semester hours This year!i winners seem to display forward to experiencing France and 
of credit. They may also take courses au· e>f these qualities. None of the the French people first hand and to 
at other univer!Sities in Paris for ad~ four foresee any maor problems with living the culture in a way impossible 
ditional credit. . . their . long 11tay in France. As for a tourist. The discipline of study 
The Fredin Scholarship Fund was . McCluskie, a finance major who in a foreign setting and meeting 
established ·in 1964' by a bequest of · plans to enter law school; said, "I'm students from many countrie!$ also 
Mlle; Aline Fredin in memory of her ·not thinking of problems, only op- intrigued them. They all expressed 
parents.. It provides for ap-· portuilities. Every day I think of their deepest appreciation to Xavier 
proximatelythree-fourthsofthecost something new it's going to mean to and the Fredin Committee for mak-
of the program; while. participants me,!' ·.Molloy,. who is considering ing their trip possible. .· . 
provide about $2,000 of their own medicine as a profession, is the only Two alternates, who also 
money,. one who has had no French; .but he qualified, Joe Wessling and JoAnnc 
This year twenty-four student.s feels four years of Latin will give him Lafluer; were chosen by the com~ 
competed : for ·the . four . openinss; a headstart with the new language. · mittee. · · 
." Foreigtl Stud~ e>pportunHiess.,Qpen 
. ~ . . . . -
a1 EILEEN DALY English; enough ·to communicate motivated students. The students see hGu..t....,, socially. . Dr. Coates, Mr. VonVolbroth, Miss 
I 1970. X · · ha · · Moschinsky,andMissWeaverevery· 
· n , · · av1er. · d its first Th. e'"oreign s·t~dents 'attend non-fore·gn-ex ha · "th '' day. Those famil_ies housing_ .• the 1 
· · c . nge program wi a cred1't·courses 1"n .English gramma_r, · 
· ·sis· te· h 1 p tifi · · 1· J · · foreign students call to tell the in-
. r sc oo ' on icia ·. avenana,. re. ad1"ng, wn"t1'ng, and pronun_Ciation (span· h .. X · ) · ·a ·. ·· structor5 how everything is working 
. . is ior av1er , m . ogota, "or "ou· r hours a day .. This e._ducation 
Col · m· b' At tha t' .. " 1 ' out. The students seem to adjust well 
.._...,.., ... .,.. u ia. t · ime iourteen prepa· res them ior entrance into an Columb; .. n d · · ht A · · · after the initial "cultural -sho_ck" they 
.. · ... s an eig • mencans American university. Most foreign 
The Xavier Elementary Education Club is' sponsoring a :Children's 
Book Fair December IS, 16, and 17. There will be assorted books for · 
·. pre-school through intermediate age ·children. A book makes the 
perfect gift; choose from Christmas books, boxed gift sets, hardbacks, 
and paperbacks. · · - · .. · . 
. · It's hap~ajng Jat Alter Hall Lobby from 11 :00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on . 
Dec. IS, 1r.-oo !l.m. to S p.m. on Dec. 16, and 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
Dec. 17. ' 
. . . . . . . . . 
, \. Al~~ on. December IS and 16, the Student Development Offiee 
again will sponsor the Christmas Craft Caravan. Jewelry, plants, 
painted shirts, and toys are just some of the items being featured; It will 
I be iit the U n!versity Center ~obby from 9:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. both 
-: days. 
••••• 
Alpha Sigma Nu, National Jesuit Honor Society, is currently sen-
ding out applications to prospective inductees. Juniors, seniors, and 
graduate students are eligible if they successfully meet the criteria of 
loyalty to princip~s of Jesuit education, academic excellence, and ser-
vice to others. If· you believe that you qualify but have not received an 
application, contact the Faculty Advisor, Dr. Richard Gruber(Hinkle .. 
309, phone: 745-3538) as soon as possible and in no case later than 
January 5, 1978. · 
•••••• 
WVXU's marathon IV raised a total of $94,960 for the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra. $72,480 was pledged, and Ralph and Patricia ·· 
Corbett .matched the 522,480 which was received over SS0,000. This 
was the second year WVXU aired the Marathon, which ran S4 con~ 
tinuous hours. It originated from both Nonhgate and Kenwood Malls, 
the first time a Cincinnati station has broadcast such an event from two · 
locations. Student volunteers worked on location and at WVXU's 
Alter Hall studios to keep things running smoothly: . 
• • • • • 
Xavier's Recycling Program needs help. Volunteers are needed to 
pick up saved newspapers from various on-ca·mpils locations and drop . 
them off in the Student Government office. Sign up at the information 
· desk or call Dave Scaletta at 334S. 
·········· 
This week's Xavier-in-the-ans announcement: . Bob Kling, who 
attended Xavier a few years ago, is currently exhibiting his etching5, 
photos, and paintings at Second Avenue, 2820 Vine St., in University· 
· Village. The exhibit is open to the public free of charge from Tuesday 
·through Sunday, 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. throughout December. (Second 
Avenue is the building which houses the Bijou, Roxy, and Ritz . 
Theatres.) 
• • • • • 
The Pied Piper Coffeehouse ·will pment three fine musical acts 
Saturday, December 17, 9 p.m. to I a.m. The acts include: a six-
member band, Greg Pierson . and Co., a recording artist· from 
· Cleveland, Chris Ianni; and a popular Cincinnati musician and SO's 
and blues specialist, Ed O'Donnell. -· 
Dec. 15 
Dec. 16 
Dec. 17 
Dec. 18 
Dec. 19 
Dec. 20 
Dec. 21 
Jan.3 
Jan. 4 
Jan. ! 
Jan.6 
Jan.7 
Jan. 8 
Jan. 9 
Jin. II 
Jan. 12 
Jan. 13 
Jan. 14 
Campus .. Activities 
Craft Caravan 
Children's Book Fair. 
Dance Lessons 
Wrestlin& Match 
9 a.m.•7 p.m. Center Lobby 
11 a.m.-7 p.m. Aber Lobby 
5:30-7 p.m. · OKI Room 
7:00 p.m. Fieldhouse 
XU n. N. Kentucky 
Misteltoe Ni&ht 
Craft Carnan 
Children's Book Fair 
A Cloch•ork Orange 
Children's Book Fair 
Coffeehoine 
Clef Club Concert 
Mermaid Tnem 
Women's Niaht 
Dance Lessons 
Christmas vacation be&ins 
-all divisions · 
Basketball 
XU v. Anderson Collqe 
Clasles resume -
all divisions 
Dance Lessons 
.Basketball 
XU v. Kenyon JCoutae 
Lon and Death 
Basketball 
XU v. U. of Dayton 
Cofl'eehouse 
Piano Concert 
Basketball 
XU v. John Carroll 
8:00 p.m. 
9a.m.-7p.m. 
11 a.m.·5p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
9a.m.·2p.m. 
9p.m.-Ja.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
8-11 p.m. 
5:30-7p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
. 5:30-7p.lil. 
8:0I p.m. 
1:30 It 
8p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
8:08 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
'8:00 p.m. 
Mermaid Tanm 8:te p.m. 
Wrestlin& · 6:00 p.m. 
XU v. Wllmiqtonltffanonr 
Jazz Concert 8:0t p.m. 
Dance Leuons 5:30-7 p.m. 
.1he Outlaw Josie Wales 9:te p.m. 
Basketball 8:t0 
XU v. N. Kentucky 
Musketeer Inn 
Center Lobby 
Alter Lobby 
Theatre 
Alter Lobby 
Pied Piper 
Theatre 
Rattbouse 
Sports center 
OKI Room 
Fieldhouse 
. ' 
OKI Room 
Fieldhouse 
Theatre 
Fieldhouse 
Pied Piper 
Theatre 
Fieldboule 
RattHC>UM 
Fleldboilse 
Theatre 
OKI Room 
Theatre 
Fieldhouu 
re I e op1nton of a majority of the Ed~orial Board 
and do not necasarily represent the opinion.oflhe llu· 
dent body. faculty. or administration of Xavier Univer-
sity. · 
The X1•ler News is the official student newspaper of 
Xavier Uni"enity.The anicle1. pictures. and format are 
the responsibility of the editon and do not represent 
the view> of the administration, faculty, and 11uden1 
body of Xavier unless specifically stated. AU editorials 
1be Ntw1 is published weekly durin11hc school year 
except during vacation and examination periods by 
Xavier Univenil)', Cincinnati. Ohio 45207. Subocrip-
tions are _S5.00 per year. 1be News was entered as sc-:· 
cond class inaner .October 4. 1946. at the POii Office of 
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March J, 1879. 
uners submitted to the News for publication must· 
carry si1P11ture and address of writer. Editon reserve 
the riaJit 10 condense or re,ieCt any lener and limit fre". 
"exchanged" countries in order to students are interested in economic experience. 
learn another language and culture. gain· in their home countries. Ors. Xavier students ,are invited to 
Although twenty-five foreign Matias G. Vega, Chairman of become involved in the Austrian or ~tu~ents now come twice a year, · ModernLanguage Department, and Columbian exchange this summer. 
Xavier students·panicipate only in Thomas R; Coates, Lecturer in Anaverageoffiftee_ rigofoCo_luinbia 
the summer . 
At Xavier, there are two English Modem Langilage, have high expec- and twenty go· to -~ustria ta· par-
Langilage and American Civilization . tations and will only recommend ticipate in programs set up much as 
· students for admittance into a un- Xavier is. . · 
Programs. One is an eight week iversity if they master the English 
program . that involves twenty-six · Any families interested in housing 
students from thineen countrie::, language well. . . . exchange students . for eigtfr weeks 
The students live with ·host families The second program lasts a please contact Dr. Thomas Coates at 
and are treated like a part of thier .semester and is headed by Coates. 745-3628 or Dr. ~atias Vega_ 745-· 
family. Most students -know basic This is an intensive study for highly 3601. . . 
Booklover proceeds benefit XU 
By SUZANNE BOURGEOIS once a month which is initiated with Booklovers donated funds to Help 
,.... ~llftt.Wrtttr a mass, usually celebrated by the launch the initial project, to have the 
. How many times have you no- Rev. Daniel P. Foley, S.J. piano repaired, and also to give a 
t1ced a plaque that read, "donated by moderator of the club. The mass is. wine and cheese reception after each 
The . ~ooklovers Associat.ion?" followed by a·luncheon meeting and performance. . . 
There is one; for . example, 1n the a guest speaker. The club does not · · 
. commuter lounge in the basement of limit itself to women directly The benches on the mall, the 
Alter Hall. The commuter lounge involved with Xavier, such . as landscaping: around the· campus - · 
was· completely furnished (and mothers of students, or faculty including the patio and grills behind 
refurnished as a result of theft} · wives, but is open to anyone Husman and Kuhlman Halls, the 
through the efforts of this interested in the university. furniture in the rare books room -
organization of women. Between The greatest percentage of which is in the basement of the 
classe~, ma~y students use . t_he proceeds from money raising events library, were all paid for by the 
bro~smg section .on the first floor of is given to the library for ~ooks and Booklovers. There is als? ;t Book-
the library - this too was donated other needed materials. In 1976, the lovers Scholarship Fund, in memory 
·by the Booklovers. total amount of .money donated to' of Fr .. William Hetherington, to aid 
. The Booklovers .Association, in the library was $2600.00. However, needy students in the honors course 
us fifty-first year, 1s composed of the donations are not limited to the program. 
women whose primary concern is to library. For instance, the Rev. Jack 
benefit and serve. ·the Xavier Heim, S.J., chaplain of Brockman 
Community. "Our goals are Hall, started a classical piano series 
multiple: spiritual, charitable, at Xavier, featuring . prominent . 
cultural and social," according to musicians such as world renowned 
Mn. Ted G. Schmidt, president of pianists Ivan Davis and 
the associatio~ A meeting i!__b~ld .Pa u 1 Bad u r a ~ S o d a . Th e 
These women are not paid in any 
way for the work they do in raising 
money; they do it out of their 
appreciation of good educational 
opportunities, and their love for:the 
Xavier Community. · 
FASClllATI• FACT AND FANTAS~ 
THE ..... DEATH.By Karlis. 
Osis, Ph.D. and Erlendur Haraldsson, 
Ph.D. The first fully-documented, 
scientific studv of the soul's survival. 
THE TOL IEN COMPAN ... By 
J. E. A. Tyler. Come to Middle Earth-but· 
not until ycni'veread this indispensable 
guide. HereJs every known fact. date. ·· 
"foreign·· word, and etymological allusion 
occurring in the celebratedLORDQF 
THE RINGS trilogy. It includes a history, 
of t~1e Elyt;in people, an explanation of 
their wntmg system, and various maps 
AT T.HE HOUR OF DEATH is based on 
interviews with 1000 doctors and nurses 
who have witnessed deathbed visions. 
Extensive computer analyses of their ob-.-
servations have been made. Read about a 
subject we've all dreaded-until now.$3.95. and charts. $4.95. _ · · 
WALDEN BOOK STORE 
503 Race Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
WALDEN BOOK STORE 
208 Kenwood Mall 
7800 Montgomery Ave. 
· Cii:icin1,1ati, Ohio 45236 
WALDEN BOOK STORE 
C-5 Northgate Mall 
9573 Colerain Ave. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45239 
qucnt wntcn. 
Main offlCCI, first floor, Univenity Center Building. SPorts Safi •.• ·: ••.•...•.•. Stephen Benjamin,. 
Ne"'Hditorial telephone: (513)745-JS61. Advenising · Jim Donlin. Tim Grell, Bill .Holohan, . Sean 
telephone: (513) 745-3431. · Mlidden, Roger Rosenthal 
Arts ••. Greg Barker, Tom Fellens. Julie Helmes, 
Editor-ln·Chiel . . • • . • . . . . • • Rita G. Schoenfeld. Moly Massei. Mike MacNamara, Kavin Owens, 
Managing Editor ••••.•••. Roccina M. Stalla1ano . Chris Wooley 
Moderator ••••••..•••••••...••••• John R. Getz Photo Editor. •.•.•.• , ........... Anne K. Abate 
Bu1inean Manager .............. John Boswell Photo Stall ...................... Bob Bertsch, 
Aaaoclate Editors ............... Fank X. Bujold. Marty Bogenschutz. Tom Catele. Carol Egner, 
Margaret J. Connelly. Gregory D. Goot1by April Glaser. Rob Helvaty, Sue Murray. Robb 
Copy Editor ••••.•.•••.••••.•••.•• Barb Barrett Schrader 
S rts Editor ••.••••••••.•.••.•• Ron E. Harper Circulation Manager • . . • • • . • . . Mary Beth Maly 
WALDEN BOOK STORE 
Beechmont Mall Shoppins Ctr. · 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45230 · 
WALDEN BOOK STORE 
I SO Tri-County Mall 
11700 Princeton Road 
,. Cincinnati, Ohio 45246 
Looney Tunes •.••. Paul Conroy. Riy Dademo. 
George Maley 
Layout M!'nager •.•••.•••. , • , • . Glenn A: Feltz 
Stall •••..... Royce Anderson, Jim Barton. Meg 
Bohlen, Cindy Briede, Sunn Germann, Rob 
Helvaty, Patty Hurley, Sue Keane, .Ma,.Y Ann 
Kokenge, _Karen Kratt. Helen LaJeunHH. Mai• 
Loby. Mark Luebbers. Bob McClanahin. Regina 
Morgan, Mary Beth Moeer, Greg MulHn. Marc 
Murphy. Mary Neenan. Cindy SokoloW.kl. Jerry 
Sullivan. Don Tassone. Michelle Tocorzlc. Bob 
' _Wilking 
llAVIHNIWI 
·· ...... 
Wi18tffit:>L1pstt:1s l(ldday .· p,lan$·: 
clo8SR'I .¢hHI Chfistmas spirits.· 
Kidday t.o.ok ·. place ~ friday,. ; mea·ris,' ~Santi( Claus is comin' . to burst into .. the ~conversation ~ith, . 
December 9~ <>Vet 50 children from . · town." For Christmas he wants a · ."Where'd his ·~indeer fly? They up 
local day care. centers and pre~ . racing. ·car. As a partini comment, . on the roof? I want.a drum and a 
sehools came to:J;C.u:•s campus. The · Qui~cey.told thfNews that "fdon't · GU!'ll." He was still talking w~en we. 
· day included visits to Santa in.·the. like the big snow. I like little snow. left. . . _ . .· · 
Sp0rts Center, balloons from Breen It's too slippy." Michael, 3, was wearing a pink 
Lodge, movies in Kuhlman's Lobby " Lakisha, also 4, was less talkative. balloon chapeau, a la Steve Martin. 
and punch· . and· cookies in the . Instead of hello, she said, "Put my He hadn'~ seen Santa Claus ye~. but 
cafeteria. hood on," .and any other question he knew he wanted a jeep and 'one of 
· Although eightto ten schools were . elicited the response, "Toys!" · . those candles,'' (referring to the craft' 
invited to attend, only two made it, .. · . Carol, S, knows that Christmas display in the University Center 
due to the weather. Because of this, means "Santa. Claus is coming to Lobby.). 
about one~half of the ·Xavier bring toys;" Her giftlist includes an Luvenia, 4, was the most 
students who signed up to escort the "Easy &ke oven and two movie pie- · philosophical of th.e visitors; She 
children were disappointed.. ture cameras:" knew that Christmas means, "You 
The Xavier News interviewed and Tamela McCoy is 3. She k!1eW her. give . something and, you . ·get 
photographed the kids who visited . ta.st name, but no, she wasn't having something, and Santa .Claus brings . 
the campus .. The first person the fun, and-no, she didn't know what toys." Luvenia enthusiastically 
News interviewed was Quincey, age Christmas is. When itsked if she was · stated that she thought Xavier was 
jt Quincey, when asked·where he a Scrooge, Tamela said "Yes!" fun. 
goes . to school replied,·. "Down The News asked Steve, age 4, "D.id . All. Gio had tO say was, "I'm get-
· there."· To ... Quincey, Christmas yougotoseeSanta Clausyet?"Steve ting me a baby doll, a cash registe~, · 
a movie camera and another movie· 
. .. . 
S.VS St.·. Rita's project: 
opportu·nity for le,arning 
By MEG ZINK Xavier graduate, gives a lesson in 
Newi Qunl Writer · manual· communication to aid the 
camera." 
The News asked Denise, age 3, · 
where she came from, expecting an 
answer like "Emmanuel Day Care 
Center." Denise however, was sure 
she came. from her mother's 
stomach. Her Christmas wish is for a 
buggy with wheels." 11811 Photo llr ANNE K. ABATi 
On• ol Xevler'1 Klddliy vl11tor1 whl1per1 her Chrl1tma1 wl1he1 to Santa. : 
. . 
Book selection process· complex, X av i e r . s p o n so rs a n Xavier volunteers in exchanging un-ed ucational/ recrea~ional ·program ' spoken words through· sign for children from St. Rita's.School language. · · · . 
for ·the Deaf located in Avondale. Reactions of both volunteers and 
Matt Habash, Special . ·Projects children .. have been favorable. texts, it is not unusual for a student books are kept on the shelf for a 
Coordinator at Xavier, and Chris . Volunteer Macy Beth ·Moser said, · By :!!~!~"~~:,NE to read a book in the bookstore over length of time and if unsold, may b,e 
Wooley, Volunteer Services head, are "It's a two way street; t~e kids learn To learn more about how the a period of a few days. returned to the distributor or sold to 
. responsible for the program which from us and we in turn learn from Xavier bookstore operates, the News Other books available include stu~ents at a cheaper price. . !. 
runs from 10 a.m. till noon each them. They are experiencing interviewed John Wintz, manager of bestsellers and fiction, as. well as Wintz says the "biggest frustra-
Saiurday at the Sports Center. The something outside of their normal the bookstore. ·sj>ecifically', the . books geared to specific areas of . tion" in dealing with ii:tdependegt 
children from· St. Rita's;· who range environment- contact with people News was interested in learning how study. Before selecting the books to publishers is the length of time ~t 
from the grade school to high school who· have· had little experience with supplementary and outside reading be ordered, the bookstore personnel takes for their orders to be filled. An 
level, alternate each week. Twelve the handicapped. We as volunteers .materials were cnosen, since they receive input from several different order may take as long as three tO· 
Xavier student volunteers are in- are learning to develop· values of comprise a major source of the sources. Publisher's representatives four weeks and as a rt~sult, studeriis 
volved. . .. . , . patience and humility· through our reading material' available to come to the bookstore with lists of may not be able to buy a book 
Last year a similar pr.pgram ·was. speciat:gift of hearing." · students. · . currently popular books or new necessary for a CQUrse. · The 
attempted with ··Uni~ed Cerebral . . The supplementary · reading, titles. Other sources are the bookstore will special-order books 
Palsy, but did not materializ~ due to The volunteers try ~o teach the books that are recommended but not . publisher's catalogues which are .· for a student if he comes in and fills 
the seriousness of the physical han· children the rules in certain sports!!'~''·required for a course, are chosen on · received daily and the Publisher's . (}Ut a special-order form. ;Boois 
dicaps. The volunteers were·. not such ·as swimming, basketball; faculty ·recommendations. These are . Weekly. Mary Papania, book coor- currently in print are the easiest t~ 
equipped to handle the special care volleyball, racquetball; handball and.. kept in stock ev~n if they do not sell dinator for. the store, ultimately order, but the bookstore will put out 
these handicaps required. . · a variety. of board games. · at the beginning of the semester. In- selects which books are ordered and a search for books that are currently 
Earlier in the year, St.· Rita's con- · Wooley expressed hope that the. stead of buying these supplementary become part of Xavier's stock. These out of print. , · 
tacted · Xavier·· about starting a ' ·. program will continue next semester 
program with ·those children who·· if interest is maintaiiied. Any student 
. stay at the school on weekends. Each who wishes to get involved ~ay con- . 
Thursday night, Ann Ernst, faculty tact Habash at<the Sports Center 
member at St. Rita's and a recent •· (7~5~32()8for W~~leyatJ~S-3195). 
\ 
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Rule NJ.l.ook/orthislabel. · Rule N 2. Jeans with sMe. · 
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Rule N4. Its all at the Gap. 
. The newest rule 1n 
denim style- lean fitting "JT'l(::~~­jeans, shirts and vests. 
Good looking; great · · 
detailing, and the sizes · · 
to flt. So learn the new 
rule. Brittanla. 
Tri-County Shopping Center -
CINCINNATI . 
.. 
<!I .. 
-~ i 
. "It's hard to imagine ·anyone who will not, 
in. the end, tum on to 'the Turning Point'." 
-Richard Schickel, Time Magazine 
"This fihri has it all ... one of the year's big winners." 
-Gene Shalit, NBC-TV 
,., 
lWENTIEl'HCENTURY·FOX PresentsA HERBERT ROSS FILM 
ANNE BANCROFT·.· SHIRLEY.MacLAINE "THE TURNING POINT" TOM SKERRITI 
Co·starrMlg . . I· MIKHAIL BARYSHNiKov~ LESLIE BROWNE I · . 
MARTHA SCOTI • MARSHALL THOMPSON anoANTHONV iERBE • AMERICAN BALLET· THEATRE 
' Executive Producer Yil'ilten by · Produced by 
NORA KAVE ARTHUR LAURENTS · HERBERT ROSS ane1 ARTHUR LAURENT$ 
Directed by HERBERT ROSS PRINTS BY DE LUXE® . NOW. IN PAPERBACK FROM SIGNET 
fW_.;~;_..~tTMlN ~CTURE ON 3llH C£NTIHW RE~:=--~• 
·starts. Wednesday, December 21, 191.1 
f: 
fl 
'"' :• 
F; 
!, 
~ 
Kenwood. Plaza 
CINCINNATI 
J ~tliiil.i.'•;·· ............................. llilllli .................... .
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Barker broadens·: his· h·orlzons 
By GREG BARKER . 
,._ ...,. Colu!Mlll 
. Now that I've had my caricature in 
the paper (truly a· sign of having 
"arrived" for a staff writer) people 
are beginning to realize just who is 
writing these weekly a_rticles. So in 
an effort to raise my literary stan-
dards accordingly, rm reviewing a 
play this week. · · 
Last Monday night I paid a visit to 
La Comedia dinner theatre, located 
a half mile east of 1-75 on Route 73 in 
Springboro. Approximately a· 30-45 
minute trip from Xavier (depending . 
on how much you obey the speed 
limit), the drive ~as well worth it. 
The term dinner theatre refers to a 
place where one has the opportunity 
to view a play and eat dinner- both 
delightful experiences- at La Com-
. edia. 
.. 
Dinner is served prior to the show 
and certainly deserves to be men-
tioned. It is buffet ~tyle, with choices 
ranging from barbecued por,k and 
Italian fish fillets among the main 
entrees to chocolate mousse and 
lemon cake for dessert. Waiters and 
waitresses are in constant circula-
tion; they take orders for cocktails, 
explain the menu and are very help-
ful in general. The emphasis placed 
on efficient yet friendly serviee 
makes it a pleasant dining ex-
perience. 
The play cilrrently showing is a 
comedy by British playwright Philip 
King, entitled See How They Run. 
This lively and high~spirited farce of 
mistaken identity revolves around 
an English minister, the Reverend 
Lionel Toop, and his zany wife, 
Penelope, a former actress from 
America. The mix-up begins when 
Penelope and an Air Force corporal 
with whom she once performed on 
USO tours have an innocent date. 
They return to find a stem-faced 
bishop waiting to see Rev. Toop. For 
the sake of discretion, the impulsive 
Penelope talks the GI int~ changing 
into clergyman's garb, since she fears 
the bishop might jump to the wrong 
conclusion~ 
The fun reaches hilarious heights 
as five men, one of whom is a disguis-
ed convict, dash in and out of the 
minister's home in clergymen's suits, 
with no one certain who is who or 
which are which. As if this wasn't 
enough, the Toops are also visited by 
a self~righteous teetotalling spinster 
wtw has her first bout with the bottle 
and a c.:x:kney maid whose imagina- · 
tio!l·is spurred by having seen too 
many movies.·It all adds up fo a fast 
paced comedy that will have tears -
rolling down your cheeks. 
While the actors are rather·young 
and are mostly local talent, they have 
the stage experience necessary to 
give a good performance. ·Director 
Charles Christopher is to be es-
' pecially commended for his design of . 
a stage set that proved very func-
tional, as well as his use of strobe 
lighting to highlight the crazy chase 
. sequences~ 
review 
So if you're a dormie who's getting 
a little tired of what the cafeteria 
offers, or a commuter who wants to 
go out for a good iime, I recommend 
La Comedia. While See How They 
Run plays through Dece.mber 31 
(with a special New Year's celebra-
tion planned), upcoming shows in-
clude Riger &. Hammerstein's The 
King & I (opening January 10), and 
the award winning musical, Shenan-
doah (starting March 22). for .ad-
ditional information call 721--0203. 
Try it, I guarantee you'll like it!! · 
••••• 
Upcomi~g concerts include Blue 
Oyster Cult coming to Rivelfront 
Coliseum Dec. 16. Also featured are· 
Edgar Winter's· White TraJh and 
Detective. The first SOOO tickets are 
SS.SO with reriu~_ining seats costing 
$6.SO. 
Ted Nugent brings his own style of 
holiday spirit to the Coliseum on 
Dec. 30. The warm-up band is 
Golden Earring. The first 5000 
tickets are $6.00, remaining seats are 
$7.00. 
j 
I 
i 
Ken J1nkur1 perfor111ed 11 the 1111 Pied Piper 
December3. 
Players perform well 
By JULIE HELMES 
NewllllHWlilff 
On December 10th, I had the ex-
perience of attending ·the X.U. 
Players' theatre workshop and I 
have to say that it was well worth my 
time. 
. The production consisted of two 
One-Acts (The Tiger by Schisgal a~d 
Neil Simon's Visitor from 
Mamaroneck) and an experimental 
theatre piece entitled Inner .Circles 
that -appeared throughout. 
The seating of the audience on the 
stage allowed a great deal of per-
sonal interaction among the players 
and audience. However, one major 
. . .. 
humor of Karen Nash seemed to be 
more her· style than any of her 
previous,. seriQus roles. Joe Mock 
successfully conveyed the insecurity 
and business-like quality of Sam 
Nash. The two were a good com-
bination. · 
Sue Leverone was effective in her 
portrayal of Jean McCormack, the 
secretary, but her fine~t contribution 
was in a mime section of Inner 
Circles. 
review 
drawback was lack of heat. Most The second play, SChisgal's The 
people shivered in their coats · Tiger, featured Terry Mciver as Ben, 
through the entire performance. the eccentric intellectual, and Sarah 
The first play, Simon's Visitor Kvapil as Gloria, the middle-class 
from Mamaroneck, explored the . housewife that he kidnaps. In this . 
· relationship between two people, play, another'.;kind.:offrelationship 
E···ch Le' ln' sdo ., conducts cs· a· Sam and Karen Nash, (Joe 'Moc:k develops' between two very unlikely • 1 · • 1 • . . • •. • • • • . • • • and Julie Cunningham) in their thir- . people. It becomes· evident in the 
• teenth year of..married life. The course of the play that they actually 
By MIKE MACNAMARA 
NeMlllHWrtler 
Erich Leinsdorf was back in Cin-
cinnati last weekend to conduct the . 
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra for 
the first time in twenty-six years. 
Leinsdorf was assistant to Bruno 
Water and · Autoro Toscanini for 
four summers in Salzburg before he 
left Austria to begin his American 
career in 1937. He spent six seasons 
with the Metropolitan Opera, nine 
years as music director of the 
Rochester Philharmonic (known to-
day as _the Rochester Golden Era), 
and seven years as music director of 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra. 
- . . 
Leinsdorf has travelled all over 
world performing on every conti-
nent. He shared conducting respon-
sibilities with Thomas Schip~rs last 
year on a tour with the New York 
Philharmonic of Scandinavia ·and 
the U.S.S.R. Leinsdorf is also 
famous for his vast recording career. 
Bad weather prevented many 
from seeing and hearing this great 
artist at Music Hall. The sparse 
crowd did welcome Leinsdorfwarm-
ly, however, arid he delivered a truly 
professional performance. 
The first piece played was 
Mozart's Symphony No. 38 in D ma-
jor, better known as the "Prague" 
symphony. This beautifulpiece was 
very exciting. Leinsdorf cooly con-
trolled the music, almost as if he was 
above it. After the initial allegro 
came the overture to "Don Giovan-
ni", an opera Leinsdorf conducts · 
well. 
review 
A surprise rendition of Kurt 
We ills' "Kleine Dreigroschenmusile" 
followed. The entire orchestra left 
the stage and about _ 011e dozen~ 
THE VERONA FATH·ERS 
A Religious Society 
For the Foreign Missions· 
. . '' 
· 2104 _St. Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 9_21-1176 
· We all know how to make love, but have you -ever loved as a 
Christian?Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold· 
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as 
a missionary? A Verona Father? 
, •.. 
For further information write: 
Fr. Ken 
2104 St. Michael St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204 
1-513-921-1176 
musicians returned caa~ily dreslCd passage or time has not affected have . much in common in the way 
in fla~el shirts and cardigan that 'they view the world's problems. 
·sweaters. Leinsdorf appeared spor- Their impulsive 'decision to become 
ting a turtle neck and bright scar. · lovers satisfies their needs for in-
Better knows as "Little Thfee Pen- tellectual compansionship as well as 
ny Mlisic;, Weill's musical-arrange· Ben's desire to master French iii' 
ment includes ·seven short pieces. ·order to obtain his ·degree; 
"The Overture,. was.jazzy and was Terry Mciver, though at times 
followed by the famous "Mack the overacting a bit; captured the defen-
Knife." "Polly's Song" was well siveness and eccentricity or'Ben very 
done~ · well. Sarah Kvapil also gave a nice 
Watching Leinsdorf conduct the performance as Gloria but perhaps 
banjo during the "Tango Ballad" could have been a little less subdued. 
and the "Cannon Song" .was quite Inner · Circles, _composed and 
entertaining. He has a conservative Karen all that much. She accepts the directed by Cathy K vapil arid Matt 
yet versatile style. fact that she is growing older and Diehl was an interesting insert in the 
The tuxedos and serious tone sees no reason why her marriage to · program. The beginning piece was 
returned when the orchestra per- Sam cannot be as strong as it ever weak· and didn't keep my interest; 
formed Beethoven's first was. Sam, on the other hand, is however,witheachsubsequentseg-
Symphony. reluctant to accept his loss of youth ment, I fo~nd myself enjoying the 
and tries ever}'thing from strict, non- pantomimic actions and movements 
Three excerpts from "The Dam- caloric diets to an affair with his much. more. Some of the segments 
nation of.Faust,'.' a dramatic legend secretary, Jean (Sue Leverone), to were too long and needed to be 
by Hector Berlioz, were also per- retain his passing youthful image. shortened a little bit. Also, the sec-
formed. These works were most.un-. I · · · t IS mterestmg to see, as the play tions did not blend Very Well With the 
usual. The energetic finale provided progresses, that just the opposite is rest of the program and would 
~n appropriate ending to the true - Karen, with her acceptance p b bl k bet · · 
.
"some.thing for .everyone evening· ." ro a y wor teraccompanymg 
of middle-age, has actually exhibited diffie"ent k1'nds ofp. Jays than the ones Leinsdorf will be conducting the · • CSO again this Friday a_t 11 a.m. a fresher and more genuine ap- presented. Inner Circles did· not 
proach to li.fe than Sam, who hastens not1'ceably det a t " ·th v all and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. r c irom e o er 
the comi_n. g ofold age by his constant work but could h v· b en· more Bruckner's Symphony No. 8 in · C· • a e e worry· 1.'ng about it. : • efti· t' · .d'ffi · t h. It minor will be presented. · ec 1ve ma 1 eren atmosp ere. 
·-.. ··-=---=- ~!though the play has a very would have also been beneficialifthe 
P...,.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.._ _______ ~ serious tone and message, it is filled creators of Inner Circ/es had ex-
with humorous and sarcastic plained its purpose and introduced it 
touches so ttiat the audience is not to the audience. · · 
.1 
·i HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montaornery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531· 5500 
100/o OFF. 
on all service and p~rts to 
X.U. students· and faculty . 
with ldentfflcation cards. 
: 
too overpowered. On the whole, the plays were well 
This was by far the be~t-perform- directed, w~ll acted, well produced 
ance I have ever seen °from Julie (()Utside ofa few lighting cue c:rrors) 
. Cunningham. The dry, sarcastic and very entertaining., · 
-
.. 
- ·-· ~ --
.~JUNIORS ·AND SENIORS: - I ...... \ 
looking for a part-time job with 
B()Od income; flexible·hours 
· and real experience in the 
business worldl 
The Ray Baker Agency 
. Northwestern .Mutual 
... _. ,C:all Bill Klingeman, 961-1820 
'. 
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Swl·mmers place seco·nd 
··but wl~ in m_an·y events 
By JIM. KAHLER Pearson, along with · other female . 
N•• Sportl wi1ttr competitors, swam in the men's 
The Xavier swim team placed sec- meet. She placed an astonishing 
ond in the .third annual Berea In- fourth in the 50 yd. butterfly. 
vitational, Saturday, December IO Mike Turner placed third in the 
in Berea, Ky. Centre College won the 200 yd. individual medley, closely 
meet, but Xavfor managed to out- foll~wed by Glen Schland's fourth to 
score Berea and Union Colleges. round out the scoring for the 
XU won more events than Centre Muskies.· 
Colle.Be,. but lacked enough second FIRST .PLACE FINISHERS: . _ 
. and third place finishes to win the . 200 yd. freestyle relay Tom Auda, Jim 
meet. . . Kahler,, 
p t . Mahoney finished third in 8111 Cor1ch, John Graham 
e e .. . 100 & 200 yd. freestyle Tom Auda th~ 5~ yard fr~estyle. and Bob JOO & 200 yd. backstroke Bill Corich 
Witter aided Muskie scoring by plac- so yd. freestyie John Graham 
· ing in .the same event. 400 yd. medley relay Jim Kahler, Pete 
The real surprise of the afternoon . ·O'Conor, 
was the effort by· Katie Pearson. . -·-. -· Mike Turner, John Graham 
x.u. ~-ballers. finally tritJmph. 
By RON HARPER 
. . N-Sportl !cllOr 
The Musketeer basketball team 
finalty added a mark in the win 
column with a 63-53 victory over 
tiny Thomas More last Wednesday, 
December 7 in the fieldhouse. 
Nick Daniels dunked the first two · 
points of the game following a steal: 
to put the Muskies on top for the en-
tire night. . 
. A neutralizing zone defense by 
both clubs slowed .the pace of the 
ballgame from a fast sprint to a slow 
jog during the first half. The taller 
Muskies held a halftime 26-•6 ad~ 
vantage. 
The· halftime entertainment was 
the most exciting event of the even-
ing. A group of young gymnasts 
from Finneytown performed for the 
crowd. 
During the second half, the Centre 
Court Club's crickets sounded in 
praise of the Muskie free lance 
·offense. However, the Muskies 
could not outscore the Rebels and 
each team added 37 points in the se-
cond half. This effort was .not good 
enough for Thomas More because "7 rebounds. Dave Payton's defensive 
the Muskies had taken their IO point effort produced 6 blocked shots and 
halftime advantage to the bank for 8 rebounds. 
safe keeping and theii: first victory. · ·· Butler University handed the 
Nick Daniels led all scorers with Muskies their fourth loss of the 
19 points. Joe Sunderman gave a season, 61-55, Saturday, December 
n1 ... ;,, ''"Z"" •· :··-·~ir, ..... u.. . ·.~ .. ~~ . ¢'..,,.,,-.... <"6, ' _ ..... ___ ·- ·-·,. ' . 
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Troja.ns .secure to·otball title 
~: By RON HARPER 
......... ~·--
The Trojans survived cold winds 
end zone with no seconds remaiiiing 
in the game to seal tlle Trojan vic-
tory. 
and a.snow covered field to win the: · ·'In the opening minutes of the first 
X. U .. Intramural Football title 6-2 half, the Samurai offense failed to 
tast Friday night, December 9 in the score from the five yard line. 
stadium. · However; ·the Samurai defense 
A lucky, "look what I found managed to get into th'e end zone to 
catch" proved fatal to the men of . 
Samurai. Sean Madden caught a 8ackTrojanqiuirterbackfora safety, 
controversial touchdown pass in the and a two point lead. Sammai held a 
two point lead until the final seconds 
Rosenthal 
T .v. dollar' 
. . . . . . 
· of the game. The well out-played 
Trojans managed to get the ball 
across mid-field only once during the 
contest, but they did so at the most 
·critical point in the ballgame. 
Shining brightly, the Trojans up-
held the donnies' winning tradition 
with the help of the dorm refs, and a 
last second touchdown surge. 
Congratulations to the Trojans, 
X. U. 1977-78 I.M. Football 
Champs. 
Samurai is currently regrouping in 
the Musketeer Inn to prepare t"orthe 
I.M. roundball championship .. 
-· ·~----· . - ---.. 
·1-\..,:' ·~:::'' 
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· · '. · · · Sleff phOlo br Robb Hetv•tr 
Nick D•nlels drlvn the open lane against T~omas More In a home game Dec. 
7. Gary Malla holds back the defanH whlle Dave Parton moves In tor board 
action. Xavier walked paet tlnr Thoma!__ More 1~53.. . . 
.. TENNIS.PROS AND ASSISTANT PROS" 
Seasonal and year-round clu.bs; good playing and teaching background. 
Call (301) 654-3770, or send 2 complete resumes and 2 i'>lctures to: 
Col. R. R••d•, W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut Avenue, 
--·--Sulte.1011, Chev Chue, MD 20015 •. 
ar~'·.f:~nn1ng 
football , 
. ·f -;;-~".'. . ..... _ ~UDWEISER! •KING OF BEERS~ • ~NHEUSER·ll~SCH, INC.o ST. LOUIS 
WHENDi.JOuRNAUSM By ROGER ROSENTHAL 
HNI lportl Columnlll 
Wliat is becoming of sports these 
days?· A television speciai on the ' 
naming of the Heisinan Trophy 
- winner - Isn't this a bit to much? 
Now I'm a big sports fan, but I 
think" an award of this much 
importance doesn't need an hour-
long show, . it la the Academy 
Awards. 
I think in general, sports are getting 
too commercialized. It used to be, a 
football game was televised and that 
was it. Now, there are pre-game 
shows with post-game reports 
following the game. 
Don't get me wrong, I like tbese 
extra. programs, but don't you thin~ 
it may. be a little too much? . 
Sporting events are getting into a 
rut. They are really dictated by the 
dollar .. For example, how many 
times is a football game interrupted 
by commercials? A lot. . 
For those. of you like myself that 
froze our behinds off in the second· 
game of the 1976 World Series, this 
. was thanks to pushing a day game to 
night time for. a bit. more money .. 
Back to the football . timeouts, 
how many times have the officials ; 
stopped the game at a crucialtime 
for a T ..V. timeout? They try riot 
to, but at times they do.· . 
Wouldn't it be nice to sit through 
a professional · gridiron match 
without waiting for the calling of 
time by the boob tube? 
One great advantage high school 
and college (~xcept televised games · 
of course) have over the pros is their 
games are -not· interrupted by the 
V olare' man. 
The point I'm trying to get across 
is that sports are being told what to 
do by the. American dollar. The 
sports fans are .second now to mak-
ing a profit. Aren't the fans paying to 
see the game in the first place? 
l wonder what sports ·will be like 
in the future. Could it be that there 
will be a day that · commercials· 
outnumber game. plays? ! ; : • • : • 
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~idday: .conveys· holiday spirit. •, :',;· . .. :. ·,' 
· A radio announcer just finished 
extolling the spirit of' the good old 
· days. This brand of nostalgia seems 
especially . prevalent . during the 
holiday season. One usually finds it 
embedded in messages that begin 
with declarations ag~linst the present 
day's rampant commercialism and 
end with product promotions: 
Outside of a Dickens novel, 
however, it would be. difficult to 
establish a ·significant difference 
between the spirit of C~ristmas past 
an,_d the spirit of Christmas present 
with any certainty. This is true on a 
more-- eneral level, · but each 
/individu can recognize ·a more · 
personal cli ge in the experience of 
Christmas. holiday does not 
. happen to a 22 yea ~Id as it happens 
~ ;-- -
Student debates 
football question 
To the Editor: 
This is ·in regards to your editorial 
about football at XU. You yourself 
have stated that the program at 
Division I was cutting its deficit by 
$40,000 plus annually in the last two 
years of its existence. It would have 
·been interesting to kno·.v how these 
sizeable savings were brought about.· 
Could these steps have been 
expanded and/ or other steps taken 
to bring about even more savings? 
Why, when student support runs 2-1 
·in favor of the limited reinstatement 
of football· is little heard from the 
administration on the subject? The 
popularity of Division II in the 
survey shows that the student body 
has some idea of the money involved 
in supporting a team. In a well-
developed and balanced educational 
experience ·an athletic center of 
attention is desira1'1e. No spirit has 
adequately picked up the spectator 
slack since football was dropped. 
This is in reference not only to the 
student body but alumni and friends 
of Xavier. This is neither a 
statement in favor of or opposed to 
football at XU but rather a question. 
In't it time for the Board of Trustees 
to review their decision, · asking 
·themselves if they didn't overreact to 
the total dropping of football? 
. Roger Fangman 
Student def ends 
position of CCC 
To the Editor: 
l am writing in response to the 
letter about the Center Court Club 
.. to a fo~r year old .. · . 
For this reason Kidday is an 
important annual •event for the 
. Xavier community. The ·News 
applauds the efforts of those who 
organized and participated in the 
day. Kidday gives ·xavier the 
opportunity to release the child in · 
itself by sharing a Christmas 
experience with children of 
Cincinnati. 
·Opinion 
The editors and staff of the News 
extend. sincerest wishes for a Merry 
Christmas. and a happy holiday 
season · to. the whole Xavier 
community. 
·~RGS 
What a. 
Crod:! 
cannot be blamed on them. sections rather than that of'the "stu- the student government and; 2) what As of right now the only.add_itio~ .. 
As for the ·"assinity of the Xavier dent apathy"- section. · · they plan . to do for . Xavier's space available is the "PIT." The.pit 
sudents;" this comment is. not only Ron E. Harper• . government if elected. . is not reaiy any worse than the rest of 
indefensibly vague and condemning, News Sports Editor ·.If ~tuden~ government. is to be the lot except it is further.from the 
but also has no place in any type·of s· G ; • anything more than a farce; then school than any other .sectiOn~ .. 
intelligent essay. Furthermore, as · CampalgDS both. candidates and voters should . Because of this most . students.' are 
the people I asked and I recall, the ·.Jack- .efifiJC·l•e· n"cy• · be informed as to the issues. upset and frustrated by the.time they 
CCC did not enter Schmidt until Sandy Knoll do find a spot iit the .. pit,. arid 
after the moment of silence, when To the· Editor: . . . . . accidents become more common at·· 
the band prepared to play the Star A couple of weeks ago Xavier's Marion thanks tempers rise. Thepitcouldalsousea 
Spangled Banner. Personally, I · wider entrance since the current one 
thought their renditfon of our campus had ·\~ome~hat diffe~ent stud. ents, staff.· easily becomes blocked .. '. .. . .,....: 
national anthem was fairly good and appearance. mos everyw ere None of these little incidents are 
didn't disgrace our flag, or the that you looked there was a sign or a To the Editor: · . as .aggravating as not being able to 
poster· with someone's name or a I'm .writing thi.s letter in hopes of freedom it stands for, in any way. In find any parking place at all. In this 
fact, it surpassed by far the jingle on it. This was all a part of the thanking a lot of peop.le in a little case, the driver is forced to find-~·. 
student government elections. This space. I . rece. ntly suffered many participation by the crowd in singing . · · place on Herald, Ledgewood, or 
might have been ALL there was to hardsh.ips that finally e. nded .up in a this song. · Dana. As we .all know, these the elections. forced withdrawal from Xavier for · · In closing, it should be noted that students did not need to pay sixteen 
Mr. Brueneman has been set up as a The . political campaigns and me. However, I am grateful to many . dollars on an XU parking permit tt'-
target by the a·uthor of the· letter.. student elections system at Xavier pec;>ple for making this trauma easier k . h . h h fi · d . par on t ese streets w ere t ey are Without-; an opportunity to defend are extremely, super icial an and more. pleasant for me - an,.ong subject to .· tickets for . parking 
misleading. What and whom was them. Dean Hayes, Fr. Kennealy, himself, · he has been ruthlessly . &- violations and damage to their. ow~--
attacked and insulted. I would ·11·ke everybody ·Votmg ior? I was very. Rod Shearer, Dave Tom, . Rick . I . d 
curious to find out these answers Hulefeld and Fr. Heim. car ts great y mcrease . 
also to point out that, although Mr. and more so I spoke to voters and. . . I feel there is no other school in I do believe that we have the 
Brueneman may .have been arrested d'd necessary tools for producing a good 
can 1 ates. this country where a person can brag 
were he in the army, the military is not, . About 85%. of the.· voters that I that this. many important people, parking lot. B1,1t, this will only lit!-
by any means, a model we wish to . possible if we; the commuters, work 
l·m1'tate .. It i's s1·m· ply a necessary·,·bu·t . spoke to were a bit confused. not ·took time to.sit down and work with h d .d f h I h · b toget er an are cons1 erate. o . t e on y o.n t e issues on the ballot, ut an individual student's needs - all · deplorable, element of our society. · · · needs of others who must also share 
also about the people running for in the same day- of a b. usy, busy · . ~ From my vantage point, I feel a ffi this area with us. Therefore, .I ask · 
Sl'gned apology i'.s. i'n ord.er, one o ice. Many of the candidates were week! It .. is a .beautiful feeling to h II h h h 
· k · h I 1 · k d t at a w o use t e nort . campus 
. un nows to t e voters. a so as e know that a whole. university is 
addrei;sed ·to Mr. Brueneman, the . h h d i lot, and other parking facilities, try . 
Xavl·er student body, the· Center many voters w y t ey vote . or a ·backing you up bec.ause they.·care. t. h .. h d b h "'~-
. · I d'd d f e1r ar: est tc;> .remem er t e nee~ .. 
Court Club. and the Spl'r1't. of . part1cu ar can 1 ate, an .many o Finally let me thank all my friends f h d . " h I. · · h o ot ers an str1ve·for .act10n .. to Amerl·can freedom, all of wh1'ch .t e rep ies were. answ~ts .sue as, for the .cards, calls, concern and b . b h d "M 'be f · d k · h' · ., · rmg a out t e nee ed cbanges. have been insulted by the. irtespon· . . y st r1en nowst IS.person, signs t)lat they felt compelled tci Patrick Grever 
sible lei.ter; . or, "I met him at a party and. he . share with me. They too wereable to . . . . , . . 
Michael Ricke. seemed ni~e." . . . ' . · .. fill m~ with warmth.and make me Football sparks· -~-
Commuter . . If the . candidates . are . unknown, adinit that I .truly am proud to be a . • • • I 
Harper exposes 
XU swim team. 
.. how Can the voters know whatthese Xaiver student. . . sp1r1t ID co. Iege: ' 
candidates·. will do.· for the ·govern- . Maybe it branches from the fact To the Editor: · - · ·-·-
. ment of Xavier? It seems that. the that, we really are "Small but • Saturday afternoons and college 
candidiates ·and their.· campaign Sincere."' Many thanks to all. football games seem to go hilnd-in-
helpersdida lotofworkonsignsand .·. - . John F. Marion hand for many people across thft.-
slogans but there was not much evi- · X · •· k • U s 
which appearecfln your last issue. I To. the. Editor: 
. wish to address the author of the In response to the letter submitted . 
.dentworkoutsideofthis;According aVler par IDg: ' ' Many people argue that there is 
to Jack Diamond~ president ofstu- thl•S • th · •t . dent' government, . there· were no . · ... : IS · e pl S more to college life than football 
article; however, his unwil!ingriess by Robert J. Witter concerning the 
to back his words with his signature swim team, I wo~ld like to apologize 
leaves me in·the dark as to whom I for the lack of swim team coverage. 
address. l want to mak.e it perfectly However, the Xavier News is 
clear that I am· discussing Mr. comprised of volunteers. Students 
N oname's article, not any take, or should I sit!! make time to 
personality he may or may not have. compile the· News. :rhe News is for 
First off, I do not under stand the benefit of the student body, 
what the level of alcohol intake has written by the student body. 
to do with spirit. What entered on The XU Swim Team has not been 
November 30 was a large group of overlooked. Unfortunately due to 
students; a group who suported their .the lack of manpower, the News 
team better than anyone else at the Sports staff was unable to cover the 
· game. Whether they were : rowdy swim meets. 
winos or rowdy prohibitionists has I would like to instill in every XU 
nothing to do with spirit; the fact is, student that ·the News . is your 
they disobeyed· no rules and newspaper. You are a part of this 
therefore, remain above reproach. student body. If you feelyou are not 
As fo~ the hats and · kazoos, receiving what you want, the News 
originality has its place at Xavier. Sports staff needs writers. To assure· 
Why didn't you complain about the coverage ip the News Sporfs section, 
traditional confetti, it's a lot messier. · please submit any and all the sports 
The second point was that the articles to help make the section. 
CCC failed to establish spirit. This is more complete. 
an absolutely ridiculous statement; We can only do so much. I feel 
they were the only group which gave your letter to the editor was 
strong, consistent sup port interesting, as well as informing, Mr. 
throughout the game. The failure of Witter. However, it would be more 
the alurrtni and less involved enjoyable to accept .and appreciate 
students to \s~pplemel)t this suppo~ '- , your comments . in the sports 
PAGE• ' 1 ' 
campaign speeches or public debates To the Editor: games and that a school is good" 
because of the academics. Granted 
held that would indicate what these · · • Beging a member of the class of this is true, but I can't believe that 
candidates were . planning to· do if . XU commuters, I have begun to college football will ever bC replace.>. 
elected. I even spoke. to a freshman wonder if commuters really do make by debates .. between schools on 
'candidate, and the impression that I up the .majority of the university subjects such as: who has the best 
got from her was that she didn't population. The needs of th1's so-
. . science department, or which school 
really care. about the election itself. called maiority seem to have been · -
. " is better equipped to handle the · . When I asked . her what she was ov.erlooked. · A commuter's . most .. 
. . . · needs· ·· of the students? While going to do for X.U. if elected she · v1.'ta. I need is an adequate pa· rk1'ng d b · 
, . . . e atmg is competitive and reflects 
replied, "Well I don't really know, facility. · ·. . .. h 
but I want to improve it." If she But what do we have to work t eabilityofthestudentsfoperform-· a~ a team will never gain the interest didn't know what she was going to with? We have a very sad excuse for of as many people as football has. 
do then how ·were the voters a parking area. Only those who are .. 
supposed to know? willing to .stumble from their beds at One way .that colleges are 
It is somewhat evident that this 6 a.m. ai'e lucky enough to find .a identified is by sports, for example":' .. 
election could have been a ·mere parking space. Of course those )Yho when the University of Michigan is 
popularity contest disguised in the do arrive early often take up two to mentioned, who doesn't think, "Go 
form of a political eli:ction.· If-this is block th,e'Bisles. Still others. park so 8 1 u e ' " 0 r 0 f C 0 a c h B 3' ... 
. Schembechler, or of one of the "all-the case. why not have popularity closely that it is impossible to get 
contests instead of elections for stu- back into your car. The first time favorites," Gerald Ford? When 
d Ohio State U. is mentioned, I'm sure ent government? At least this suggestion would be to paint new -
· would· be a more honest approach! lines for the individual parking that Coach Woody Hayes comes to ... 
The signs and posters. are. all . a spaces. 1 ·am sure that many of the mind before the name of one of the 
substantial.part of the elections, but students who drive to school have· math professors. 
they µsually c:to not contain much never even noticed the faint yellow Xavier has a certain spark ofspirit- .. 
except names and jingles. Maybe in stripes painted on the guard rails within its students. All we 'need now· 
the future. instead of these posters between aisles. The parking lot is the fuel to turn it into a roaring 
the candidates should pass out could also be extended away from fire. 1 feel that a football team would 
· literature that states I) why.the can• the dorm buildings in the lower part :~:::.ewhow supply that necessary" 
didates are ru.nning f~r a position. in of. the lot for additional space. 
, 1 •• • • • ' , ; Michael Hentz , , 
XAVIHNIW~. 
he Wrytinfl ff~llfe .1977 Christmas Gi.ft Ca.talogYe 
.. . ··.·.' .· . . .·. ··.. . . ' ... . . . . . ' . .. .· . ' 
:· · Thisthe·s~'asontospendm~ne}'fa . WHC00003: .. _ ___ _ . . · WHC00006 ·. _ . . is the only Christmas music House to .the. rescue; .. We have· 
, a la la'(a l{l'la}a (~• .Y_es, there· are .. We tiriow.thatflnals ~rejustaround Can't. deCide what to get· for the .. collection nottoitaveasongby Elvis attained copies .of the best selling 
Iii/JI nine ·shopping da}'s left. ti/ the. corner... ilnd . that" special'. teacher on your list... the right Presley .included ... Just imagine . book ... How·to Run a College in the . Christmas_~ ihese.-ason.f!f ___ th-eyearin_ someoneonyo_urlistju_s_tma_y __ ·.no_ fbe choice could meari the difference· Freddie Fender singing, "Oh Little Black by the Xavier Board of hich we fill our h~~lies and empty back .... y~s. poor g~ades are,: the .- bet\veeri . an A .or Community To~n of Norwood;" ... who could Trustees ... helpful hints are included ;':,~' pockets. Now , if you've: _been · scourge of college ... but n9w you can College.,. Now. we· all know that ari . forget Greg Aliman'~ incredible . on how to make a profit while going 
,l'rilroasting your chestnuts over an open help ouL. Wryting:ff ouse is offering apple for the teacher went out years version of, "Students we have heard to school... you know. you might be. --
· _ 1re, an_d niping_ Jack :oaniel-swi._th stereore~or~ings_ f-r~ __ m_._Ja_cu_it_Y __ social._ ago: .. and·it seems that everyone is are High;" ... there's, "Joy to the abletogetagrantforthebuildingof 
·!!)'our red nose •. you· may have eyents.;.Justthething·ifyourloved giviiig:booze·.:nowadays.;. go one World," surig by Dan Delaney ... asportscomplexrightinyourroom. 
1.-,.,got-~en w~at to get th_e ver-". s_ pe. c1-·a1 -·. one-is in-· need ~f.the ___ extr~ c_.r_ ed. it- tha-t ·:_step better ... -'DRUGS... 'yes the imagine the inspiration .your family How to Run a College in the Black · M~sk1e on youf' list. Knowing that· could_ keep him or her.in school.... finest that_, the.fertile fields of South .will gain from the Housing Staff cloth bound SI0.50 he t~ue Muskie is harder to shop for . Find-out what really· goes ori behind America arid Southeast_ Asia have singing "Silent Night." This album is paper bound S 3 .SS f'lban your maiden Aunt. Tilley, we the sc.enes at .Xavier .. : keep abreast to offer. has been assembled into sure to become a collectors item ... ~fer the 1977 .Wry!ing House -of .current· devetopments;.: don't . a charming gift box~;; uppers, · order yours while supplies last. 
-
J?_ ·_ .. hrist".'as __ Gift •_Catalogue, afln_e • . pass_ up ttii_s o __ pp~~unity t~)improve downers and even pills that' will Songs of Christmas album $7.98 
'tipllect1on of odds· and ends for the. yoor work... limited number _of. . make you go si<:eways are included 8~track or cassette tapes .. $9.98 
[
-- as and ends on your shopping list. copies ... o.rd-er_._Y __ o~~ today. ' -· · in this decorative assortment.. you'll 
· · . Faculty recording· •••••• $7.98 be high in the class list. if you stuff 
~ - -:-;. ' 8._fra.ck or cassette tapes $9.98 some stash in the stocking of your - ~ teacher. . · . --=r 
,it·.,, ~ Dnlg assortment: •• $1,200.SS ~~· (void where prohibited by law)< 
. ..~ .. ~ tfo· 1: f--~· '- ~~ ' - -~-.. . ~h~~=uters are the-forgotten ~-- . _ _ . . Muskies .. ; · how often we have all 
:iJ,VHCOOOOt: tried to forget thent,;· we kn.ow that 
~J; .. Have a tutorfal in five minutes?~;. they have · terri.ble · parking 
ifldorte· 'none· •of the work? ... have a. problems .. just don't. like getting 
fraquetball'd!lti!? ... p0 p two Wryting ·· their.clothes-wet·\\'.alking'from t~e ~rtf ouse· Bad ·Breath Tablets and your - pit.... ·we have _the answer;,; .. the· if worries~are <>ver ... sit close to·the WrytingHpuse: Star Trek Phaser 
~teacher:and you'll be out beforey9u Hood Ornament-.. : like •thaFnice ~n say·"sc~pe." Two .sizes: regular spot dose· to •tlie · ctati.sroom. 
'1· '--fand· · · 10'1g ··.la_ sting .. '. u_s_e ~n- '_Y_._:_- as_ building... fire phasers, and jt's 
.'directed·... no prescription yours;~~clln't' get Olltcause· y~u're 
i ! necessary;· •. . ,' ' ' -' blocked -Jn;;; fite philsera. arid 
,? R I · - 79,. smooth· sa_. iling·: .. '·ea_ s_ y· _,. m. oun_ ting 
'T. Eegu ar ··gt. ·h· ' • • '·. • ._.. • ·$-·I- so.. bracket included ... -Pha5er can also Ii~ - · - xtra. stren ; • • • • • • • • . , _ _ . . ~· - · · - · ·-- · . be used to bag the pedest~ans that · t.. .. •;:. , · - · getinyourway;,.thinkof~t~making 
'<- it toe.lass dcy a'1d on tin,te. i· ~ ~. ··• · · -Star Trek Phaser 
~.Ve -: . : - ff//~ .• ~pod:.ornao1ent. .. · ... St4.~o 
'if:.... ~ ......... . 
I~·~:.--~"' ~.;~ ~w~ w'iiQi0005· " ":. · · ' . 
·~c. ~ · f:('tfJ~ · You got _blasted_ last night ... didn't. 
~-- - . ;f ~ -: _:.___, get in tit three ... no time to.study for 
~, · • - . - ·. . that really :-.big . test... From the 
tt;. . -. ' · people who br_ought you .Cli(f's 
-:f~ : . . . - notes~ comes the J>eek·a~boo Test 
(WHC00002 · . · ·· .- . -· Helper.; .. attach it to .your .glasses 
~~nl~ fiv~. f.eet fou~ inches.. alw~ys -and you get the ful picture of what's 
~t p~shed. around m Dana's ...• never. going down on other people's papers .. 
·1·been able to get to the second floor... · Peek-a-boo test h~lpei:. $9.98 
now you 'can by using the Dana's (glasse~ not included) .. 
;1pl0cker.:~ rrien,just press belt .. bu.ckle_ 
f;'fnd WHAM ... a space, a stool, even 
~pin~n.·:: ~aming! ma.nufacturer not 
~t:espons1ble for parking-· lot fights 
!i.e~ultirig · froin t_he . use of · this · 
Y;device.;;: for gals ... women's model 
~vailable. - · · · 
~- iff. v-inyt inen's belt ; ..•. $5.SO 
~.. in le'ather men's belt ...• SI0.50 i· : .purse model for women -I: :'·:·~·~~~·m,~n withhi~h tu:.:ts $9.50 . 
~1~7~·--L'Ji,:r «: ·-
...... __:,._ .. ~· __ , ___-_ ....... "' ~ ·i.~~n.; 
,<'.r(i 
-; . .;J" ~ 
[ 
l
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WHC00007 
We know. many of you ~re going 
home for the holidays ... you can't 
take the good things of Xavier with 
you:. but wait!!! now you can ... from 
; the people who brought you 
indigestion comes .. 1 Shamrock 
Frozen Dinner ... Yes, just preheat 
your oven and throw in a foil 
pouch... twenty· minutes later out 
comes a: Muskie Burger ..• or ... an El 
Ranchero .. ., makes your stomach 
turn. just ·thinking about it... stay 
regular· · :while · you're enjoying 
. Christmas with your family. 
· Et Ranchero •• : ••••••• SI.SO 
·Muskie Burgei: •.• , ••.• Sl.00 
(Atka-Seltzer not included) 
WHCOOOll 
So you just can't seem to stay awake 
in class .. Nuclear physics is such a 
· dreadful bore.. but everytime you 
try to. catch a cat nllp you are asked 
to cu~e infinity.. have you ever 
thought of wearing glasses? ... Not 
ordinary· glass~s.. Wryting House 
Glasses have your eyes painted right 
on the lenses ... sleep away .. talk in 
your sleep and answer questions ... 
enjoy college again and get a good 
day's rest before Dana's ... super for 
drug addicts... please ·specify eye 
color. ·- · -
Wryting House Glasses. $2.SO 
....... 
WHC00012 _ _ _ .. 
.. -So you have finally found Ms. or · 
Mr. Right here at Xavier ... _what to 
do about. that boy or girl back ' 
home?... need some·. quick prose to 
do the trick?... and end . the affair 
quick;;. Cyrano.de Bergerac Letter 
· · · Wryting may· be what you need .... 
WHC00008' -- · -.-.- -- . . ·. flowering prose like you wouldn't 
Always fighting .those to~g lines in _believe'.~. perfect for laiy English _ 
Alter... want to shoot through the majors ... a curt memo in triplicate .. . 
crowd ' and right ~ut ' of the excellent for business types .. . 
building ... want to be the center of. .. historic romances that went adrift. .. 
attention'; .. then the Wryting House fine for illiterate future historians ... 
Elevator Pass is just for you ... yes an extensive case study of why your· 
you can ride. the Alter eievator~ .. you romance will no' work out ... super 
can zip in and out of the· building for psychologists or sociologists ... 
with grace and speed .. for the small written in blood at no extra cost. 
fee of $62.50 we will come to our - ·cyrano Letter Wryting • SS.00 
room and. break your legs ... · the ·eox of 2S· ........... $100.00 
perfect gift for estranged boyfriends. 
Alter Elevator Pass •.. ·s62.50 
***** 
WHC00009 . 
Christma~ albums are always a hit 
when you're burning the yule log ... 
· Wryting House has assembled a fine: 
collection of Christmas music ... This 
Daring Kldd•Y rescue 11 pulled ·ott 
by Xavier S.Curlty'• own Inspector 
Detector. Thll_ young chlld'a INllloon 
wH over filled with helium, •nd the 
1trlcken cherub w•• carried upw•rd 
toward th• 1trato1phere. Alertly, the 
· 1n1pector dl1gul .. d hlm1elf •• • 
·rocket •nd · blHted off. Once 
rHChlng the 1•11, he quickly · 
Htumed hi• umbr•ll• co1tume •nd 
the two fluled aafely to terr• firm•. 
With• m•n llke ln1pector•round, the 
children of Xavlar c1n •IMP aecure. 
Photogrepl!IC effect• 11J P1ul Conro~ •ncl 
Anni Abolt · 
. ........ 
WHCOOOl3 • . 
Worried about the high cost of a 
college educati.on... think that 
you just can't make ends meet.. 
trying to talk your parents into 
selling your baby brother to pay for 
those three credit hours .... ,Wryting 
WHCOOOl4 
I 
! 
· There isn't a person alive who likes 
to take exams ... finals can be a real 
drairi on your body ... not to mention 
your social life ... so why study when 
Wryting House has bought a man in · 
the computer center ... just pay us the 
standard fee of S l 50.00 a·nd you'll be 
on the Dean's list ... for $200.00 you 
can be a 4.0 student without 
cracking a book ... think of the post-
graduate work this could lead to ... 
your parents will give you that new 
car you want when you bring home 
great grades ... Please enclose name 
and number of course along with 
cash (nothing bigger than a twenty 
please);;, no checks or money orders 
will· be' accepted. 
Dean's list ••.•••.•.. SIS0.00 
·4.0 •.•••.•••••..•... $200.00 
. CJ!d_ -(//lf) 
-/· ~-- 7·@/ -~-~~. 
w 
WHC00015-. 
ls there someone on you~ list you 
really hate? ... Someone who would 
stand up your sister? ... Boy do we 
have a gift -for you... a complete 
collection of Wryting columns ... 
these can be administered in two 
ways: the quick one shot, or the· 
slower more painful once a week ... if -
you act now you _will receive a full 
color eight by ten glossy of G.S. 
Maley, suitable for framing or dart 
board ... as an extra added bonus we 
-will throw in ·an Official Inspector 
Detector Mustache Trimmer. 
W ryting torture ..... , $1.00. 
PAOl7 
PAGll 
. · •. ·. ·. · ·····.Starts Friday,• ·aecember · 23, · 
.· at a theatre near you. . .·. 
. . . 0 . . 
.~ .. ' 
Check your lOcal · neWspapers Jor listing .. · 
. . ...... .. . . ···--·- ~---- ··- --·' . -- . 
··---·· · . · · · ~VIU NIWI 
